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American Horror Story
Cult Quiz 1

1. What causes Ally to have a panic attack when she sees Oz's 'Twisty the Clown Comic’?

2. Ally's fears intensify following the results of which politician winning his US Presidential election?

3. Who witnesses Tom and his wife being slaughtered in their home by a group of clowns?

4. Who campaigns for the vacant city council seat following the death of Mr Chang?

5. What type of business do Ally and Ivy co-own?

6. Which character comforts briefly seduces a distraught Ally?

7. Who accidentally shoots and kills Pedro after being terrorized by clowns?

8. After a therapy session with Dr. Vincent in which a couple talks about the wife overcoming her
taphephobia, clowns break into the couple's home and do what to the couple?

9. What kind of pet do the Wilton's give to Oz?

10. Who kidnap Gary and chain him to a pole to prevent him from voting?

11. Gary escapes the chains by severing his chained hand so that he can vote for Donald Trump before
vvoting closes. Who provided Gary with the saw?

12. Who compromises the news coverage of the clown murders hindering Kai's campaign, resulting in Kai
and his cult group donning clown masks, breaking into his home and film his murder?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. She has Coulrophobia (fear of clowns)
2. Donald Trump
3. Oz and Winter
4. Kai
5. Restaurant (The Butchery on Main)
6. Winter

7. Pedro
8. Entomb them in coffins
9. Guinea Pig
10. Ivy and Winter
11. Kai
12. Bob
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2. Ally's fears intensify following the results of which politician winning his US Presidential election?

3. Who witnesses Tom and his wife being slaughtered in their home by a group of clowns?

4. Who campaigns for the vacant city council seat following the death of Mr Chang?

5. What type of business do Ally and Ivy co-own?

6. Which character comforts briefly seduces a distraught Ally?

7. Who accidentally shoots and kills Pedro after being terrorized by clowns?

8. After a therapy session with Dr. Vincent in which a couple talks about the wife overcoming her
taphephobia, clowns break into the couple's home and do what to the couple?

9. What kind of pet do the Wilton's give to Oz?

10. Who kidnap Gary and chain him to a pole to prevent him from voting?

11. Gary escapes the chains by severing his chained hand so that he can vote for Donald Trump before
vvoting closes. Who provided Gary with the saw?

12. Who compromises the news coverage of the clown murders hindering Kai's campaign, resulting in Kai
and his cult group donning clown masks, breaking into his home and film his murder?
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